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inventive, speculative, romantic, with the mind of a chartered accountant



Sainsbury Wellcome Centre for Neural Networks

and Behaviour        

at University College, London

science meets art meets architectural space



research



Andreas Vesalius 1543

De humani corporis fabrica libri septem



Descartes 1664



two-photon microscope Hubble telescope

ritchey–chrétien telescope

a micrometre across 

showing three

neurons    2 red and

one yellow

billions of light

years across

galaxies yellow,

stars and dark

matter
International group of
astrophysicists simulation   of our

universe

There are about 10 billion

galaxies in the observable

There are about 100 billion

neurons in the human brain

Each connected to as many as   universe, an average of 100

billion stars /galaxy =

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

( billion trillion stars)

10,000 others giving a trillion

connections



Each neuron may be connected to up to 10,000 other neurons
The average human brain has about 100 billion neurons  : the same number as the average number of stars in a galaxy



inherited concepts – from DNA

e.g. red green blue

acquired concepts – from people and the environment

e.g. fashion



Only 10% of what your brain uses to see

comes from your eyes.

90% comes from the brain itself!

Perception is not just through the eyes.

Our brain did not evolve to experience the world



spatial + organisational

concept





flow and movement



visual connexity



entire building section relationships



architecture from

the inside to outside















concept of the external

architectural envelope



Arctic ice ice flow - melt Arctic sea

IR inking – ice block concept





Ian Ritchie: International Patent Application No. PCT/GB2018/050356

1. Lamberts Linit 404mm wide 8mm thick low-iron toughened heat-soak tested cast glass with
enamelled frit to inside face. ‘Cord’ profile to outside face, and selected to reduce maintenance –

cleaning requirements (the crest of the profile always remains clean while atmospheric pollution

is driven by wind into the valley and rain cleans out the valley.) ‘Solar’ profile to inside face

(chosen to allow scientists to use it as whiteboards).

2. Fibre-reinforced polyamide thermal extrusion.

Cast glass flange is bonded into place with Dow Corning 993 white structural silicone.

3. Wacotech TIMax GL translucent glass-fibre insulation

4. Nominal 9mm (variable geometry) weather silicone joints between cast glass assemblies. Joints

can vary between 5mm and 25mm to enable curved geometry.
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Fig.15 - Plan of cast glass unit. Detail courtesy of author
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the public architecture





















Sainsbury Wellcome Centre at UCL





Royal Academy of Music

London

Susie Sainsbury Theatre

+

Angela Burgess Recital Hall
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beauty is non-linear



beauty is non-linear



books



end


